
December 2nd, 2021

Richard W. Spinrad, Ph.D.

Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere & NOAA Administrator

rick.spinrad@oregonstate.edu

1401 Constitution Avenue NW, Room 5128

Washington, DC 20230

Dear Dr. Spinrad,

My name is Brady Gerst. I am a sophomore at the University of South Carolina, majoring

in marine science. I am emailing you today to discuss a topic that has brought a great deal of

concern to myself and the community around me. This topic is plastic pollution in our oceans. To

be more specific I am talking about the immensely large garbage patches that exist in the five

gyres of the world. I will even narrow this down further to discuss a single garbage patch in

particular. That being the great Pacific garbage patch. I am sure you have heard about this issue

in the past few years with its growing attention in the media. I believe that NOAA and its

collaborators have the power to help make an impactful change for this issue.

I would like to begin with why you and all of NOAA should take action in this

worldwide issue. For starters, the great pacific garbage patch is the largest of all garbage patches

and is the closest one to the United States. The size comparison of this single garbage patch is

that it is twice the size of Texas and three times the size of France. The patch is made up of

mainly plastics and debris from the fishing industry. The garbage patch impacts the surrounding

environment in a significantly negative way. Birds and marine life feed on the smaller pieces of

plastic, mistaking them as food. When they ingest this plastic, it sits in their stomachs and is

unable to be digested. As a result, these animals starve to death because the plastic fills their

stomachs making them unaware that they need to eat. A more obvious issue that many marine

animals face is choking on the plastic and dying almost instantly. Earlier I mentioned that fishing

debris contributes to a large part of this patch. The abandoned fishing nets help to entangle all of
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the larger plastic to form an island-like structure. Plastic is not the only thing that gets entangled

in these drifting fishing nets. In a process known as ghost fishing many marine organisms

become entrapped in these fishing nets which leads to a slow death, unable to escape. Another

issue that affects the entire food chain is that of primary production. This essential process is

unable to occur or extremely limited as a result of all of the debris blocking off the sunlight at the

surface. While this seems like a good deal of reason why the garbage patch negatively impacts

the environment, those examples are only about half of the issues the garbage creates. I know

you are a busy man so I will spare you the time of some of the more in depth and complex issues

created by the patch.

From here I would like to propose a solution of my own. It should be imperative that we

do what we can to preserve what we have left. I believe the best solution for this massive issue is

mitigation. While the patch is so large and cleaning it all out of the ocean may seem out of reach,

it is not out of reach to prevent it from becoming worse. This starts with the support of people

across the country. Ads and media should be focused on recycling single use plastics. It should

be encouraged on a national level to use reusable water bottles and clean up trash when given the

opportunity. I believe that NOAA and its affiliates have the resources to make this happen. If we

can make people care about the cause, that’s more than half of the battle. I write to you today

because I want my children and their children to experience an ocean that isn’t littered with

garbage from east to west. I’m sure that you do not want this as well. We can help to mitigate

this issue but I am only a college student trying to learn as much as I can about this issue. You

have the power to make a real change for future generations to come. Thank you for your time

and have a great rest of your day.

Sincerely,

Brady Gerst


